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World Congress of Computers in Agriculture and Natural Resources
Iguassu Falls, Brazil, September 19-21, 2001

An International Conference Sponsored by:
- American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE)
- World Federation of Engineering Societies (WFEO)
- Brazilian Society of Information Technology in Agriculture (SBI-Agro)
- European Federation for I.T. in Agriculture (EFITA)
- Asian Federation for I.T. in Agriculture (AFITA)

Abstract Deadline: February 9, 2001

Plan now to participate in this major event!

200-300 word abstracts can be submitted through the Web at 
http:/wcca.ifas.ufl.edu

For further information, check our Web site at wcca.ifas.ufl.edu
or contact us by e-mail: Prof. Carlos A. da Silva, Federal University of Viçosa, Brazil (carthur@ufv.br) or Prof. Fedro Zazueta, University of Florida, USA (fsz@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu)

11th Nitrogen Workshop - Reims (FR) - 9-12 September 2001
1/ Decomposition of added organic matter (plant residues and agricultural wastes): concepts, methods and models related to C and N cycling Residue quality and location, interactions with soil structure, organic/inorganic interactions, gross N transformations, gas losses associated with OM transformations
2/ Long-term evolution of C and N in agroecosystems as affected by organic matter management, N fertilization and soil tillage
Carbon sequestration, mineralizable nitrogen, soil quality indexes, environmental impacts
3/ Management of nitrogen at field, catchment and regional scales
Decision support system for N fertilization, crop and soil diagnostic tools, agroecological indicators, precision agriculture
See: http://www.inra.fr/Internet/Projets/11Nworkshop
mailto:nworkshop@reims.inra.fr

ssDNA Viruses of Plants, Birds, Pigs and Primates - International conference - Saint Malo, France
- Comparative Virology
Nano - Gemini - Parvoviruses and TT virus
Evolution, Genome, Replication , Movement
September 24th and 25th, 2001
- Porcine Post-Weaning Multisystemic Wasting Syndrome
Pathology, Virology, Immunology, Epidemiology
September 26th and 27th, 2001
See: http://www.zoopole.com/ispaia/esvv2001.cfm
Contact: Genevieve CLEMENT
mailto:esvv2001@zoopole.asso.fr

European Information System on Agricultural Research for Development and Related Fields
See: http://www.eiard-infosys.org

Congress on conservation agriculture - A worldwide challenge
Madrid, 1-5 October 2001
See: http://www.ecaf.org
mailto:conservation.agriculture@ecaf.org

Inter-IT
Inter-IT offers selected information to policy-makers and corporate leaders involved in the challenges presented by today's rapidly evolving world of Information and Internet Technology. Inter-IT.com provides an interactive on-line community promoting awareness of strategic developments and current events in this extensive domain. The added value of Inter-It.com is achieved by regular contributions by policy makers and corporate leaders involved in the challenges related to the Information and Internet Technology, willing to share information on their activities. In addition to the up-to-date News, Events and Articles available free on Inter-IT.com, the Inter-IT Review is published monthly by e-mail to selected registered users in the form of a PDF file, with a distribution of more than 7,000.
Contact: Carlo Ennio Stasi - Editor Inter-IT
mailto:carlo@inter-it.com

"RISK MANAGEMENT IN AGRICULTURE - principles and applications"
International Postgraduate Training Course - Wageningen, The Netherlands, June 25-30, 2001

INSTITUTION
International Training Centre (PHLO), Wageningen University, The Netherlands. The course is endorsed by the European Commission and the World Bank.

INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND
Risk and uncertainty are inescapable factors in agriculture. Types of risk include production risk, government-controlled institutional risks, personal risk, market risks, and financial risk. Dealing with all these types of risk systematically, whether for farmers, researchers or policy makers, is difficult. Risk management is the systematic application of management policies, procedures and practices to the tasks of identifying, analyzing, assessing, treating, monitoring and coping with risk. For any organization, whether a large corporation, a government agency, or a family farm, risk management is, or should be, an integral part of good management. It is a way for an organization to balance the chances of serious losses against the opportunities for profit-making.
OBJECTIVES
After attending the course participants will 
(1) understand the nature of agricultural decision making under uncertainty and be able to use this understanding in conceptualizing decision problems under risk, 
(2) have a firm grasp of the concept of rational choice in a risky world and its foundations in the theory of probability and risk preference, 
(3) understand and be able to apply methods to analyze risky decisions in agriculture, and (4) be able to formulate and evaluate plans and strategies for risk management in agriculture.

TARGET GROUP
The course is primarily aimed at: 
(1) people involved in advising farmers, such as extension workers, financial advisers and biological scientists with interest and experience in economic analysis,
(2) educators and research workers in agricultural economics, farm management, animal science, crop science and related fields, and 
(3) policy advisers concerned about the development of policy in a risky world or needing to understand how farmers react to risk.

COURSE CONTENTS
I Risk management and its components
 - Introduction to decision analysis for agriculture
 - Measuring uncertainty with subjective probabilities
 - Making the better probability assessments
 - Utility and risk aversion
 - Assessing risk aversion
 - Exercises on probability and utility assessment
II Framework for risk management
 - Integrating beliefs and preferences
 - Decision trees and payoff tables
 - Incorporating new information
 - Stochastic budgets
 - Exercises and demonstration on decision trees and stochastic 
  budgeting
III Special topics in risk management
 - Decision analysis with unknown preferences
 - Optimizing methods in agricultural modeling under risk
 - Risky decision making with multiple objectives
 - Risky decision making and time
 - Exercises and demonstrations on probability revision, optimizing 
  methods and stochastic dominance
IV Practical applications and future outlook
 - Project appraisal and risk
 - Risk and insurance in agriculture
 - Policy aspects of risk in agriculture
V Computer Labs: Opportunities will be provided to gain experience  with a range of computer software and techniques which can be used  in risk management at the individual farm level to the national  economic level. Examples of software for decision analysis used in the  labs and demos are Excel, @Risk, BestFit, and DATA. 

LECTURERS
Prof. Ruud Huirne (Wageningen University, The Netherlands)
Prof. Brian Hardaker (Wageningen University, The Netherlands
 and University of New England, Australia)
Prof. Jock Anderson (World Bank, USA)

COURSE FEE
The fee includes full board and lodging, tuition and course materials, but excludes travel to and from Wageningen and insurance. The fee is NLG 3900.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Further information can be obtained from the International Training Centre (PHLO), Wageningen University, P.O. Box 8130, 6700 EW Wageningen,
The Netherlands (phone +31 317 484092/3, telefax +31 317 426547), 
or from the Farm Management Group, Wageningen University (phone 
+31 317 484065; email: ruud.huirne@alg.abe.wau.nl).
Also, see our Internet-page: HYPERLINK "http://www.wau.nl/phlo" http://www.wau.nl/phlo.

DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION
April 1, 2001

In U.K., Minister impressed by agriculture’s online progress
There is a clear need to define the role of government working with agribusiness as agriculture embraces online technology, according to Minister of Agriculture Nick Brown.
On a visit to FOL Networks Leicester headquarters, Mr Brown spent three hours learning how, in the past five years, the company has become the experts in the agricultural internet. The company has developed Farming Online, the leading agricultural website; milkquota.com, the first online exchange for milk quota and is now part of a new major industrial consortium - First 4 Farming. 
“Electronic business offers many opportunities for agriculture and the food chain,” said Mr Brown. “What is clear, from the progress FOL Networks has made is that agriculture is already seizing opportunities as they arise.”
Merric Mercer, Founder of FOL Networks Ltd was delighted that the Minister appreciated the potential of internet technology to cut costs and improve business decisions.
“It was good to be able to demonstrate the progress that has already been made in the private sector,” he said.
By coinciding with the launch of First 4 Farming, Mr Brown became one of the first to hear about this group of major agricultural business supply and service companies. As a founding partner in the venture, FOL Networks Ltd will be able to contribute its technological expertise and experience gained from working with more than 200 businesses and organisations.
“We see First 4 Farming as a crucial step forward,” said Mr Mercer. “It will create a common base around which companies and organisations can develop their online and e-business applications. This will lead to substantial cost savings, and then be able to create real benefits for UK farmers too. 
“Looking ahead, FOL Networks will continue to evolve its operation to make the most of emerging technology to integrate agriculture. Our commitment is to share with agriculture and in particular, First 4 Farming, our wealth of experience in applying internet technology,” said Mr Mercer.
“Through all these ventures, we are certain there is scope to develop applications that can support the Ministry of Agriculture’s declared intent to deliver value from its own operations to the farming industry. Our discussion with the Minister has been a significant step forward.
Contact: Jonathan Jackson
HYPERLINK "mailto:jjackson@folnetworks.com" mailto:jjackson@folnetworks.com

Incident at the Pearly Gates
Because of a glitch in the universal space/time continuum, George W. Bush, Albert Einstein and Pablo Picasso have died and, although their demises took place decades apart, they arrive at the Pearly Gates at the same moment!

Albert Einstein presents himself to Saint Peter first. Saint Peter says: "I must know for certain that you really are Albert Einstein. Can you prove who you really are?"
Einstein ponders for a few seconds and asks for a blackboard and chalk. The blackboard and chalk instantly appear and Einstein describes - with arcane mathematics and symbols - his Special Theory of Relativity. Saint Peter is suitably impressed. "You really are Einstein! Welcome to heaven!"
The next to arrive is Picasso. Once again Saint Peter asks for his credentials. Picasso doesn't hesitate "Mind if I use that blackboard and chalk?" Picasso erases Einstein's scribbles and proceeds to sketch out a truly stunning mural. Bulls, satyrs, nude women: he captures their essences with but a few strokes of the chalk. Saint Peter is awed. "Surely you are the great artist you claim to be! Come on in!"
The last to arrive is George W. Bush. Saint Peter scratches his head. "Einstein and Picasso both managed to prove their identity. How can you prove yours?"
George W. looks bewildered "Who's Einstein? Who's Picasso?"
Saint Peter sights "Come on in, George".
Contact: Dominique de la BUSSIERE
mailto:dominique.de-la-bussiere@wanadoo.fr
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FROM THE ORGANISER, PROF. FRANCIS SEVILA

YOU CAN REGISTER NOW !!!

Registration forms for the conference and hotel reservation are ready. You have to print both of them, fill them, include your payment figures, SIGN THEM AND SEND EACH OF THEM BY POST MAIL - EACH TO A DIFFERENT ADDRESS AS MENTIONED.
You can print these forms from our web site:

HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001/default.htm" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001/default.htm

Rates are lower if you register before April 30th, and if you are a registered member of one of the sponsoring societies. Please check in the registration form.
Be careful for hotel reservation: starting mid-June it is a heavy period for hotel down here in our attractive area of Europe.

YOU WILL HAVE ACCESS TO AT LEAST MORE THAN 300 PAPERS BY REGISTERING TO EFITA 2001

So far 124 abstracts have been accepted to be refereed as full papers for our EFITA 2001 proceedings. The joined conference 3ECPA on Precision Agriculture has accepted 182 abstracts. 
PLEASE SEE DETAILED STATUS OF BOTH CONFERENCES AT THE END OF THIS MESSAGE.

FULL PAPERS SHOULD BE DOWN HERE IN MONTPELLIER NOW!!!

Authors of accepted abstracts should have sent us a complete version of their paper by January 31st, 2001. One week later we are missing a number of them : refereeing and correction will take time. Since we want to distribute our proceedings to the participants at their arrival at the conference, we cannot be too flexible now!
Our refereed scientific proceedings will be prepared under the dedicated authority of our scientific editor : Dr Jerome Steffe (j-steffe@enitab.fr).
Our proceedings will include the final version of each paper if the editor decide so by April 30th, and if, by the same date, the organisers  will be ensured of the actual participation to EFITA2001 of one of the authors of this paper (preferably confirmed with an early registration).
Our refereed proceedings will be distributed as books and/or CD-ROM to the participants at their arrival at the conference.

Please do not forget that colleagues wanting to present their work can also use the extended abstract proposals schedule (deadline May 15th, 2001), with a 2 pages abstract published in a book of abstracts, and a poster presentation at the conference.

PRE-CONFERENCE VISITS
(see registration form)
Before the conference, participants will have the opportunity to stop by at attractive joined events organised in various spots across France : 
++ In BOIGNEVILLE nearby Paris to join the international field exhibition on field crops Technology of ITCF, 
++ or in BORDEAUX to meet on software design and Precision Viticulture,
++ or in TOULOUSE to discuss remote sensing technology, Precision
Agriculture and visit aerospace industry sites,
++ or in NIMES to approach the uses of ICT for fruit and grapevine production with CTIFL and ITV, 
++ or in MONTOLDRE to keep track of CEMAGREF research activities on Precision Agriculture.

SPECIAL EVENTS DURING THE MAIN CONFERENCE

We have decided to design our conferences special events around the attractive place we will be in, and the probable fabulous weather of these longest Mediterranean nights that we have here on the third week of June.

The conference centre is in the middle of the Montpellier medieval and very active tourist place. This is why we have decided not to include lunches in the conference events. We will send all of you outside in the Mediterranean ambience at lunchtime. More than a hundred restaurants are at walking distance: small or big; cheap or less cheap; outside under tree shade
terrace type or under medieval arches or in shopping mall; in the middle of narrow medieval streets; international or very French; Mediterranean foods; sandwiches; etc. All these restaurants are among the cheerful crowd of this pedestrian downtown area. We will manage the conference schedule in order to have a little bit more time for lunch than usual (which means earlier and later working times!- but these days are the longest in the year!).

On Monday evening we will have first a concert at the XII-century huge Montpellier Cathedral: a choir is preparing this whole year, in order to sing for us, the "Requiem" of Gabriel Faure, with the music of the Cathedral organ. We expect to record this concert in order to make a CDROM distributed to everybody). Then, we will jump to our University of Agriculture campus to have a dinning, and wine tasting and drinking party among our Mediterranean gardens, with student music, songs and plays around us. Our University of Agriculture is also the biggest place in France for teaching and research for grape production and wine processing.

On Tuesday evening, we will have a fascinating night, on a farm of the Camargue marshes area, with young bulls training ("ferrade") by cowboysteams ("gardians"), with cow racing in the farm arena (we look for candidates to catch the flower between the cow horns!), and gypsies songs and dances. Full Mediterranean dinner will be served among these events in this very attractive Camargue farm.

We will also be proposing accompanying persons tourist program.

IMPORTANT DATES

April, 30 2001 : Early registration final date
May,15 2001 : Poster-non refereed papers registration 
June, 18-20 : 2001 Conference

We are working quite hard to make the EFITA2001 a memorable event, both
scientifically and personally.

Contact: Francis Sévila 
HYPERLINK "mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr" mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr

MONTPELLIER CONFERENCES STATUS 
on (7/2/2001)

306 abstracts have been so far accepted to be proposed as full papers to be refereed for the proceedings of our two conferences 3ECPA and EFITA 001(see details below)

EFITA 2001 CONFERENCE OF THE EUROPEAN FEDERATION FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE 
***124 papers have been so far accepted***

* DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
11 papers

* PLANT PROTECTION AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
15 papers

* ICT, CONSULTANCY, EXTENSION AND DEVELOPMENT 
8 papers 

* SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND IT 
10 papers

* E-COMMERCE AND ELECTRONIC MARKETS FOR THE AGRIFOOD SECTOR 
16 papers

* SEQUENTIAL DECISION UNDER UNCERTAINTY IN AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
9 papers

* NEW TOOLS FOR REPRESENTATION, MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF AGRO-ECO SYSTEMS 
15 papers

* SOFTWARE AND COMMUNICATION FOR FARM AND CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
14 papers

* ICT ADOPTION BY FARMERS AND RURAL PROFESSIONALS 
6 papers

* ASIAN ISSUES FOR INFORMATION  AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE
6 papers

* GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS AND APPROACHES FOR ICT IN AGRICULTURE
14 papers


3ECPA - THIRD EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON PRECISION AGRICULTURE 
***182 abstracts have been so far accepted***

MANAGMENT ZONE DELINEATION - DATA ANALYSIS : 
19 Papers
remote sensing and  soil imagery / multivariate statistical techniques / fuzzy logic / interpolation mapping /geostatistics / on-board equipment / data fusion

REMOTE SENSING : 
28 papers
land value or use / characterisation of N, soil, weed, crop,.... / yield or maturity mapping / sensors, spectral channels, noise,../ operational use of remote sensing

GPS : 
11 papers
error and accuracy / automatic guidance / creating DEM with dGPS / other uses (consolidation, animals)

ADOPTION OF PA / ECONOMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF PA : 
14 papers
factors, farmers attitude / public funding, co-operative projects / evaluation of benefits / software / methodical approach

SOFTWARE FOR PA : 
10 papers
Functionality / data modelling / process computer / link with MIS / decision support system and variable rate management

VARIABLE RATE MANAGEMENT : 
14 papers
strategies / fertiliser spreaders : test, granule motion, position lag / N and losses of N / N and irrigation vs. soil types / irrigation / chemicals / tillage

SOIL VARIABILITY : 
33 papers
sampling  / sensors (electrical, remote sensing,..) / electrical / correlation with sampling / soil moisture, water content, water / 
N / compaction / draft force sensor

WEEDS : 
10 papers
link weeds patches / weeds and soil, crop,../ detection (sensors, image processing,..) / sampling methods

N REQUIREMENTS : 
14 papers
reflectance / fluorescence / reflectance vs fluorescence / remote sensing (lai, ndvi,..) / tests with N-sensor / available N

CROP AND YIELD : 
29 papers
yield sensors (new, comparison,..) / other sensors (protein, biomass,..) / filtering, noise / link yield vs. protein / link yield vs soil and/or DEM / link yield vs plant population or plant spacing / crop modelling / real yields

Francis SEVILA 
Professeur - ICGREF
Responsable, Chaire de Génie Rural
Head, Engineering Departement

Ecole Nationale Supérieure Agronomique de Montpellier

e-mail :   sevila@ensam.inra.fr
tel : +33 (0)4 99 61 24 21
fax : +33 (0)4 99 61 24 36

Postmail :
ENSAM
2 place Viala, 
34060 Montpellier - France

"Du cote du web et de l'informatique agricole"
The ACTA Informatique newsletter  (in French only) has today more than 10400 subscribers.
Contact: Guy Waksman
mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

And a joke… Chinese couple gets married.
The bride is very young and a virgin.
On the wedding night, the young bride cowers naked under the bed sheets as her husband undresses. He climbs in next to her and tries to be reassuring. "My darring," he whispers, "I know dis you firs time and you flighten. I plomise you, I give you anyting you wan, I do anyting you wan. What you wan?"
After a few moments of thought, she replies softly,
"I wanna numma 69".
The husband is very puzzled.
After a brief pause, he asks, "You wanna beef with broccorri?"
Contact: Mick HARKIN
mailto: harkin@iol.ie
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Please, help me to complete (add your own country if not mentioned hereafter)!


Number of full time farmers
Farmers using a computer
Farmers connected to the internet
Denmark



Finland



France
330 000
110 000
20 to 25 000
Germany



Ireland



Italy



Netherlands



Spain



Sweden
30 000
30 000
30 000
UK


50 000
USA




Contact: Guy Waksman
HYPERLINK "mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr" mailto:waksman@acta-informatique.fr

AGRIPPA - the new FAO peer-reviewed journal
We would like to encourage you to submit a paper for the new peer-reviewed electronic publishing system: AGRIPPA (Agri-Publishing for People in Agriculture). You may do this through the FAO website at: 
HYPERLINK "http://www.fao.org/agrippa" http://www.fao.org/agrippa, send the article as an attachment by email, or as a diskette by post.

AGRIPPA is a new initiative by FAO for the electronic publishing of agricultural literature including:
 - reviews 
 - scientific papers 
 - short communications 
 - extension materials

Articles are accepted in English, French, Spanish, Chinese or Arabic. Reviews, Research Papers and Poster Papers should consist of a maximum of 5000, 3000 and 500 words 
respectively, excluding tables and figures. Detailed instructions on the preparation of the different types of paper that will be hosted by Agrippa and pro formas for each of them are available in MS-Word format on the Agrippa web site. Alternatively these may be obtained by e-mailing agrippa-editor@fao.org.

We hope that the material included in Agrippa will be of genuine use to practioners at all levels (research, development, education, extension). Accordingly, we would encourage contributors to bear in mind the following points:

- Context. Where and under what circumstances the issues described are likely to be of relevance 
- Clarity. Descriptions (of findings, methods, processes) should be detailed enough to ensure that target audiences can make good use of the information provided. 
- Audience. Who could benefit from the information provided? It might be appropriate for some topics to be described in more than one format (i.e to target applied researchers and extension services or farmers).

Electronic publishing is rapidly becoming the major alternative for information dissemination throughout the world, via the World-Wide-Web and CD-ROM. It avoids the 
costs of printing, binding and heavy postage, and makes information available anywhere, at any time. It has particular advantages for people in developing countries 
who previously had no access to books and libraries. 
Agrippa seeks to capitalise on these advantages whilst retaining the quality control of proper peer review. It has been designed to simplify the process of publishing agricultural information electronically in order to reach the widest audience as rapidly as possible. We are 
currently piloting the project in the area of Animal Nutrition and Feed Resources. If successful, it will extend to all areas of Agriculture.

The decision of FAO is final on all matters regarding the editing and publication of articles. Copyright and other proprietary rights with respect to manuscripts, with the exception of any material already subject to copyright, shall be vested in the author, who grants FAO licence to publish and reprint. The author must specify any material contained in the manuscript (including figures) that is already subject to copyright and must warrant that authorization to use such material has been obtained. 

Address correspondence to the Editor, AGRIPPA, Animal Production and Health Division, FAO, Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy. Telex: 610181 FAO I;
fax: (+39) 06 5705479; e-mail:  "mailto:agrippa-editor@fao.org"mailto:agrippa-editor@fao.org

AgChemForum 2001
A Major International event for the Agrochemical and Related Industries.
AgChemForum is four days of comprehensive seminars with an exhibition run  longside.
See:  "http://www.agchemforum.com/"http://www.agchemforum.com

2002 International Year of Mountains: Get involved !
See: HYPERLINK "http://europe.mtnforum.org/" http://europe.mtnforum.org
Contact: Françoise MEES
HYPERLINK "mailto:europe@mtnforum.org" mailto:europe@mtnforum.org

Tale of a passenger on Britain's Imperial Airways
What follows is the tale of a passenger on Britain's Imperial Airways, a company, which pioneered air travel between England and Australia in the mid-1930s.

"If you have time to spare, go by air" was the popular advertising slogan of the day. Airliners were both slow and incapable of flying long distances.

One of the very first flights took off from Croydon Airport near London and flew to northern France where it was delayed extensively due to bad weather. When it arrived in the south of France, one of the motors had failed and it was necessary to wait for another engine to be shipped by sea from England. There were further lengthy delays along the route in Rome, Cairo, the Middle East, etc., until finally the flight had progressed as far as Singapore.

At this point a lady passenger asked the manager in Singapore if he thought the flight would arrive in Australia in the next few weeks because she was expecting a baby shortly.

"My dear lady," he replied, "you should never have commenced your trip in that condition."

She replied, "I didn't."

Contact: Mick HARKIN
HYPERLINK "mailto:harkin@iol.ie" mailto:harkin@iol.ie
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Here are the results of your answers. Please, help me to complete and to correct this table (add your own country if not mentioned hereafter)!


Number of full time farmers
Farmers using a computer
Farmers connected to the internet
Denmark
60 000
48.000
30.000
Finland
80 000
50 000+
40 000
France
330 000
110 000
25 000
Ireland
40 000

10 000
Germany
190 000
75 000
55 000
Netherlands
100 000
60 000
50 000
Sweden
30 000
24 000
14 000
UK
80 000
60 000
30 000
Table 1 - Numbers of farmers equipped with PCs and connected to the Internet (data derived from various sources, and therefore not strictly comparable)

Comprehending IT - Take Two

An architect, an artist and an IT guy were discussing whether it was better
to spend time with the wife or a mistress.

The architect said he enjoyed time with his wife, building 
a solid foundation for an enduring relationship.

The artist said he enjoyed time with his mistress, 
because of the passion and mystery he found there.

The IT guy said, "I like both." 
"Both?" The other two asked, incredulously.
"Yeah", the IT guy replied, "If you have a wife *and* a mistress, they will
each assume you are spending time with the other woman, and you can go to
the office and get some work done."
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001

 


See: HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm



Country estimates of computer and Internet use (1)


Number of full time farmers
Farmers using a computer
Farmers connected to the internet
Czech Republic
175 000
30 000
4 000
Denmark
60 000
48.000
30.000
Finland
80 000
50 000+
40 000
France
330 000
110 000
25 000
Germany
170 000
75 000
55 000
Ireland
40 000

10 000
Italy
260 000
80 000
10 000
Japan
426 000
144 000
52 000
Netherlands
100 000
60 000
50 000
New Zealand
40 000
22000

Norway
70 000
52 000
40 000
Poland
2 000 000
100 000
5 000
Sweden
30 000
24 000
14 000
UK
80 000
60 000
30 000

Sources

Contact
E-mail address
Czech Republic
Jirina Slaisova
Slaisova@nt1.vuze.cz
Denmark
Peer Justesen
peer.justesen@delaval.com
Finland
Nils Stromgard
nils.stromgard@delaval.com
France
Guy Waksman
waksman@acta_informatique.fr
Germany
Gerd Claussen 
gerd.claussen@delaval.com
Ireland
Mick Harkin
harkin@iol.ie
Italy
Giuseppe Pellizzi
giuseppe.pellizzi@unimi.it
Japan
Nori Nakamura
nori@aikoku-u.ac.jp
Netherlands
Jan Kamp
j.a.l.m.kamp@dlv.agro.nl
New Zealand
Peter Nuthall
nuthallp@lincoln.ac.nz
Norway
Astrid Alfnes
astrid.alfnes@adm.nlh.no
Poland
Andrzej Zaliwski
boss@iung.pulawy.pl
Sweden
Lars Helgstrand
helgstrand@lrf.se
UK
Andy Offer
andy.offer@adas.co.uk


Country estimates of computer and Internet use (2)
Whoever gave you the figures for the UK is being considerably over-optimistic. The ADAS report that was quoted in Bonn stated that 'between a half and two-thirds' of farmers in England used a PC in their management (some people use the higher figure of 71% from the raw survey results, but the authors of the report acknowledged that the sample was not representative of the population as a whole, being biased towards larger farmers and arable farmers. Moreover the 71% response was to a question about the ownership of a computer, not its use:  only 86% used their computers in their businesses (i.e. 61% of the farmers)).  My own estimate, based on survey work, is around 55% at best, with 20% having internet connection (though not all of these will be using the connection).  Even this could be optimistic.
It was clear to me at Bonn that there is a great shortage of reliable data about this matter, whatever the country. Many of the figures quoted are individual guestimates made by people who have a vested interest in, or at least great enthusiasm for the internet and ecommerce, and others are based on totally unscientific method.
It would be useful to have a scientific study of this, but (a) I can't think who would fund it, and (b) it would be out of date as soon as it was published.
Contact: Martyn WARREN
HYPERLINK "mailto:mf.warren@virgin.net" mailto:mf.warren@virgin.net

Comprehending IT - Take Three
To the optimist, the glass is half full.
To the pessimist, the glass is half empty.
To the IT guy, the glass is twice as big as it needs to be.
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001
See: http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

Progress of the current foot and mouth disease outbreak in the UK
The maps we are creating on our web site show the progress of the current foot and mouth disease outbreak in the UK. These maps can be seen at HYPERLINK "http://www.royagcol.ac.uk/fmd-2001" http://www.royagcol.ac.uk/fmd-2001 and then follow the links to daily outbreak maps or confirmed cases per county maps
Contact: Julian SWINDELL
HYPERLINK "mailto:Julian.Swindell@royagcol.ac.uk" mailto:Julian.Swindell@royagcol.ac.uk





Milk producers connected to the Internet


Number of milk producers
Milk producers using a computer
Milk producers connected to the internet
Italy
33 000
8 000 - 9 000
1 500-2 000
USA
83 000
47 000
30.000

Italy
Luca SANTARONE
santlu@itsp.alagri.com
USA
Terry MITCHELL



No statistics on ICT in Portuguese agriculture
Number of full time farmers was in 1999: 67000
We are now working with a Department of the Portuguese Ministry of Agriculture to undertake a survey about ICT use in the Portuguese agricultural sector. We will have results by the end of 2001.
Contact: Miguel de Castro Neto
mailto:mneto@isa.utl.pt

 

Agrooh! Agricultural translations
Registration dossiers, product labels, brochures, websites, conference interpreters, agtravel, etc.
See: http://www.agrooh.com
Contact : Pauline IJDENBERG
mailto:info@agrooh.com


Comprehending IT - Take Four

An IT guy was crossing a road one day when a frog called out to him from a nearby pond. He went over and saw a rather normal looking frog sitting on a lillypad. The frog looked up at him and said: "If you kiss me, I'll turn into a beautiful princess".

The IT guy smiled, bent over, picked up the frog and put it in his pocket.

Soon, the frog spoke up again and said, "If you kiss me and turn me back into a beautiful princess, I will stay with you for one week."

The IT guy took the frog out of his pocket, smiled at it and returned it to
his pocket. But the frog then cried out, "If you kiss me and turn me back into a princess, I'll stay with you for a month and do ANYTHING you want."

Again the IT guy took the frog out, smiled at it and put it back into his pocket. 

Finally, the frog asked, "What is the matter? I've told you I'm a beautiful princess, that I'll stay with you for a month and do absolutely anything you want. Why won't you kiss me?"

The IT guy looked down at the frog in his hand and said,
"Well, you see, I work in IT. I don't really have time for a girlfriend. But a talking frog - now that's cool!"

Contact : Heather Day
HYPERLINK "mailto:heather.day@adas.co.uk" mailto:heather.day@adas.co.uk
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA
See: http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

Rural Development Engineering - Technical problems and solutions in European Rural Development - European Society of Agricultural Engineers
Technology and technical innovations have seen to be one of the most important growing areas within EU. On the other hand the change over from national into global or EU-markets is causing big changes into living and business on Rural areas. 
That's why EurAgEng Special Interest Group (SIG 27) is organising a workshop in Tampere, Finland on 27.-29.5.2001 on the topic: "Rural Development Engineering - Technical problems and solutions in European Rural Development"
The workshop is intended to demonstrate the general technical Development and possibilities to adopt this in solving problems of Rural Development. The final aim of the workshop is to determine the substance and limits of the topic and to evaluate the needs of research and Development and future international activities.
The workshop will be informal and interdisciplinary with some invited speakers and possibility for all of you to give your contribution in working groups.
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.pmkv.sci.fi/" http://www.pmkv.sci.fi/
Contact: Antti Peltola, chairman of SIG 27
HYPERLINK "mailto:antti.peltola@sci.fi" mailto:antti.peltola@sci.fi


When you do not know from where a message is coming…
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.iana.org/cctld/cctld-whois.htm" http://www.iana.org/cctld/cctld-whois.htm

Working forces
An Israeli doctor said, "Medicine in my country is so advanced, we can take a kidney out of one person, put it in another, and have him looking for work in six weeks".
A German doctor said, "That's nothing! In Germany we can take a lung out of one person, put it in another, and have him looking for work in four weeks".
A Russian doctor said, "In my country medicine is so advanced, we can take half a heart from one person, put it in another, and have them both looking for work in two weeks".
The American doctor, not to be outdone, said, "You guys are all way behind. In my country we have just taken an idiot out of Texas and put him in the White House and now half the country is looking for work!!!"
Contact ; Luc FRICOT
mailto:fricot@acta-informatique.fr
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Last News on the EFITA 2001 Conference from the organiser, Prof. Francis SÉVILA

Registration for the exhibition is now ready!!

All information on registration for the exhibition is ready at:
HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agrotic2001" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agrotic2001

This exhibition will be run during all our events. The visiting public will be made of:
- international participants to our 2 European conferences 3ECPA and EFITA 2001 (we expect a minimum of 600 scientists and engineers from all continents)
- French producers, advisors and technicians who will participate during the same period and at the same convention center to a parallel technical Forum on Information and Communication technologies ( see the program of this forum at the bottom of this newsletter).: we expect at least 500 participants to this grower forum.

To participate to the efita 2001 conference, you should register before april 30th  for reduced rates!!!

Registration forms for the conference and hotel reservation are available on our web site. You have to print both of them, fill them, include your payment figures, sign them and send each of them by post mail - each to a different address as mentioned.
You can print these forms from our website:
HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001/" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/efita2001/

Rates are lower if you register before April 30th, and if you are a registered member of one of the sponsoring societies. Please check in the registration form.
Be careful for hotel reservation: starting mid-June it is a heavy period for hotels down here in our attractive area of Europe.


You will have access to around 300 papers by registering to efita 2001
- So far 125 abstracts have been accepted to be refereed as full papers for our EFITA 2001 proceedings. 
- The joined conference 3ECPA on Precision Agriculture has accepted 175 abstracts. 
Please see detailed status of both conferences at the end of this message.

You can still send new presentations on your work using the technical paper schedule 
Please do not forget that colleagues wanting to present their work can also use the extended abstract proposals schedule (deadline May 15th, 2001),with a 2 pages abstract published in a book of abstracts, and a poster presentation at the conference.

Pre-conference visits
(See registration form)
Before the conference, participants will have the opportunity to stop by at attractive joined events organised in various spots across France:
· In Boigneville nearby Paris to join the international field exhibition on field crops Technology of ITCF, 
· or in Bordeaux to meet on software design and Precision Viticulture, 
· or in Toulouse to discuss remote sensing technology, Precision Agriculture and visit aerospace industry sites,
· or in Nimes to approach the uses of ICT for fruit and grapevine production with CTIFL and ITV, 
. or in Montoldre to keep track of Cemagref research activities on Precision Agriculture.

Special events during the main conference
We have decided to design our conferences special events around the attractive place we will be in, and the probable fabulous weather of these longest Mediterranean nights that we have here on the third week of June.

The conference centre is in the middle of the Montpellier medieval and very active tourist place. This is why we have decided not to include lunches in the conference events. We will send all of you outside in the Mediterranean ambience at lunchtime. More than a hundred restaurants are at walking distance: small or big; cheap or less cheap; outside under tree shade terrace type or under medieval arches or in shopping mall; in the middle of narrow medieval streets; international or very French; Mediterranean foods; sandwiches; etc. All these restaurants are among the cheerful crowd of this pedestrian downtown area. 

However our two get together evenings are included in the conference participant fees (including for the student fees).

On Monday evening we will jump to our University of Agriculture campus to have a dinning, and wine tasting and drinking party among our Mediterranean gardens, with student music, songs and plays around us. Our University of Agriculture is also the biggest place in France for teaching and research for grape production and wine processing. For those interested they may jump out of the party to be taken to a concert at the XII-century huge Montpellier Cathedral: a choir is preparing this whole year, in order to sing for us, the "Requiem" of Gabriel Faure, with the music of the Cathedral organ. 

On Tuesday evening, we will have a fascinating night, on a farm of the Camargue marshes area, with young bulls training ("ferrade") by cowboysteams ("gardians"), with cow racing in the farm arena (we look for candidates to catch the flower between the cow horns!), and gypsies songs and dances. Full Mediterranean dinner will be served among these events in this very attractive Camargue farm.

We will also be proposing accompanying persons tourist program. This program is still being worked out : for those who have asked for it, please do not worry it will be fun and not too expensive.

Important dates
April, 30 2001 : Early registration final date
May,15 2001 : Poster-non refereed papers registration 
June, 18-20 : 2001 Conference

We are working hard to make EFITA 2001 a memorable event, both scientifically and personally.

Contact: Francis SEVILA 
HYPERLINK "mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr" mailto:sevila@ensam.inra.fr

Status of the Montpellier conferences and forum on (12/4/2001)
- We will have 2 European scientific conferences, a national technical forum.
- 300 abstracts have been so far accepted to be proposed as full papers to be refereed for the proceedings of our two conferences  EFITA 2001 and 3ECPA (see details below)

EFITA 2001 - Conference of the European Federation for Information Technology in Agriculture 
***125 papers have been so far accepted***

Decision support systems 
11 papers
Plant protection and decision support systems 
15 papers
ICT, consultancy, extension and development 
9 papers 
Sustainable agriculture and It 
10 papers
E-commerce and electronic markets for the agrifood sector 
16 papers
Sequential decision under uncertainty in agriculture and natural resources 
9 papers
New tools for representation, modelling and simulation of agro-eco systems 
15 papers
Software and communication for farm and chain management 
14 papers
ICT adoption by farmers and rural professionals 
6 papers
Asian issues for information and communication technology in agriculture
6 papers
General developments and approaches for ICT in agriculture
14 papers

3ECPA - Third European Conference on Precision Agriculture 
***175 abstracts have been so far accepted***
Titles below are totally provisional!

MANAGEMENT ZONE DELINEATION - DATA ANALYSIS: 
18 Papers
remote sensing and  soil imagery / 
ultivariate statistical techniques 
/ fuzzy logic / interpolation mapping / geostatistics 
/ on-board equipment / data fusion     19

REMOTE SENSING: 
26 papers
land value or use / characterisation of N, soil, weed, crop,.... /  
yield or maturity mapping / sensors, spectral channels, noise,../ 
operational use of remote sensing
GPS: 
11 papers
error and accuracy / automatic guidance 
/ creating DEM with dGPS / 
other uses (consolidation, animals)

ADOPTION OF PA / ECONOMICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF PA: 
14 papers
factors, farmers attitude / 
public funding, co-operative projects / 
evaluation of benefits / software / 
methodical approach

SOFTWARE FOR PA: 
10 papers
Functionality / data modelling / 
process computer /  link with MIS / 
decision support system 
and variable rate management

VARIABLE RATE MANAGEMENT: 
14 papers
strategies / 
fertiliser spreaders : test, granule motion, position lag / 
N and losses of N / N and irrigation vs. soil types / 
irrigation / chemicals / tillage

SOIL VARIABILITY: 
30 papers
sampling / sensors (electrical, remote sensing,..) 
/ electrical / correlation with sampling / 
soil moisture, water content, water / 
N / compaction / draft force sensor

WEEDS:
10 papers
link weeds patches / weeds and soil, crop,../ 
detection (sensors, image processing,..) / sampling methods

N REQUIREMENTS:
14 papers
reflectance / fluorescence /  reflectance vs fluorescence / 
remote sensing (lai, ndvi,..) / tests with N-sensor / available N

CROP AND YIELD:
28 papers
yield sensors (new, comparison,..) / 
     other sensors (protein, biomass,..) / 
filtering, noise / link yield vs. protein / 
link yield vs soil and/or DEM / 
link yield vs plant population or plant spacing / 
crop modelling / real yields

The AgroTIC Forum for farmers and advisers - Information and Communication Technology For Agriculture and the Rural World (Preliminary program)

Monday June 18: Last developments for Internet in Agriculture
9h00 – 10h30: Communication networks and the rural world
- The services offered by communication commercial operators
- The new technologies to increase data flows, especially in remote areas

11h00 – 13h00: The farm connection to Internet
- The main commercial offers for Internet connection in rural areas
- The implied partners

14h00 – 16h00: The services available for farmers on the Internet and their actual use 
- E-commerce and other services
- Transfer from the French Minitel to Internet
- Internet acceptability according to farmer profiles and ages
- Internet: a tool to connect the farmer information system with the ones of his partners

Tuesday June 19: Precision Agriculture and its applications
9h30 – 10h30: What are the possible in-field measurements?
- Soil proprieties: electrical resistivity and other methods.
- How to register in-field actions, applications and products?
- Yield sensors: their reliability? What are their uses?
- What are the prospects and what can be used out of remote sensing data?
- Other sensors, including weeds detection, …

11h00 – 13h00: The use of in-field variability for production control
- What are the uses actually applied in the world ?
- What are the commercial offers on the European market ?
- What the main limiting factors in France today ?
- What are the advantages for the farmer today to practice Precision Agriculture?

16h30 – 18h30: Other uses of Precision Agriculture Techniques 
- GIS: what uses and what products today for agriculture ?
- The potential of these techniques for traceability in agriculture, management of chemicals spreading, the management of labor and machinery, the management of experiments in large fields.

Wednesday June, 20: Information and Communication Technology and the farm supporting systems 
8h30 – 10h30: ICT and progress in the available software for the farm management 
- How software in use for farm management can progress to include new facilities and technology (Internet, Data exchanges, in-field localization, in-field data mapping, etc.)?
- What are the different policies from the software editors?

11h00 – 13h00: ICT and advising services to farmers
- How mediation between information and the farmer is going to change ?
- Where will be the added value generation? Who is going to be paid for it?
- How advice to farmer is changing across the world?
- What are the trends in France?

14h00 – 17 h30: ICT and farmers education and training
- How farmer training is going to change due to the use of ICT ?
- What is the possible evolution of private and public education and training services?

European Crop Protection Association Regulatory Conference: Review for the Future - Getting the Best out of Directive 91/414/EEC
5-6 July 2001 Brussels Hilton Hotel, Belgium 
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.ibc-lifesci.com/ecpa/?source=pre" http://www.ibc-lifesci.com/ecpa/?source=pre 

An oldie but a goodie!
Pythagorean theorem: 24 words
The Lord's prayer: 66 words
Archimedes' Principle: 67 words
The Ten Commandments: 179 words
The Gettysburg address: 286 words
The Declaration of Independence: 1,300 words
The US Government regulations on the sale of cabbage: 26,911 words
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LATE IS NOT TOO LATE ! 

Montpellier, June 18- 20, 2001: exhibition at EFITA 2001 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A NEW PACKAGE FOR SMALLER COMPANIES 


We have just been notified that the local Herault-Department Authority has decided to include our exhibition and conferences into its entrepreneurship support scheme. This means a special subsidy allowing us to offer a much better package to smaller companies. 

They have to follow this criteria: small companies (less than 10 in staff), or start up companies (less than one year), or yet-to-be-born companies (like student projects in the frame of a university entrepreneurship systems). The company or the to-be-company will be able to promote its product/service in our exhibition and one of its participants will be able to attend our various conferences.

This package costs 400 euros and includes:
* a 6m² stand in the exhibition,
* one access to all conferences, and
* 4 nights for 2 people in our university lodging system. If you are interested, please click "special Herault Departement entrepreneurship package" (HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agrotic2001/Entrepreneurship.html" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agrotic2001/Entrepreneurship.html) and send us your registration form with payment as soon as possible (if you do not have Acrobat 4, please ask us for a special message at paoli@ensam.inra.fr). 

COME TO OUR WORLD EVENT ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND PRECISION FARMING IN MONTPELLIER FRANCE: 300 papers coming from 30 different countries, 3 days of workshop with growers and extension people (with simultaneous translation), our exhibition from all over the world companies.

Contact: Jean-Noël PAOLI
HYPERLINK "mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr " mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr 

Life
So where are you? The BELL curve of Life:
At age 4...success is..not peeing in your pants.
At age 12..success is..having friends.
At age 16..success is..having a drivers license.
At age 20..success is..having sex.
At age 35..success is..having money.
At age 50..success is..having money.
At age 60..success is..having sex.
At age 70..success is..having a drivers license.
At age 75...success is..having friends.
At age 80...success is..not peeing in your pants.
Contact: Mick HARKIN
HYPERLINK "mailto:harkin@iol.ie" mailto:harkin@iol.ie
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA - Montpellier (France) - 18-20 June 2001
We already have more than 350 colleagues registered for the EFITA and ECPA conferences, which will be very interesting: we will learn a lot from the papers reviewed by the reviewing committee. We will get plenty of new ideas and some doubts too!
I graduated from the agricultural university of Montpellier and studied three years there (70-73). My feeling was (and still is) that Montpellier is very close to paradise!
See: http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

On-line database for External Experts
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.adas-international.com/External_Experts/" http://www.ADAS-International.com/External_Experts/

An oldie but a goodie!

A woman takes a lover during the day, while her husband is at work. Her 9 year old son comes home unexpectedly, so she puts him in the closet and shuts the door. Her husband also comes home, so she puts her lover in the closet, with the little boy.

The little boy says, "Dark in here."
The man says, "Yes, it is."
Boy : "I have a baseball."
Man: "That's nice."
Boy: "Want to buy it."
Man: "No, thanks."
Boy: "My dad's outside."
Man: "OK, how much?"
Boy: "$25.00"

In the next few weeks, it happens again that the boy and the lover are in the closet together.
Boy: "Dark in here."
Man: "Yes, it is."
Boy: "I have a baseball mitt."
The lover remembering the last time asks the boy, "How much?"
Boy: "$75.00"
Man: "Fine."

A few days later, the father says to the boy, "Grab your glove. Let's go outside and toss the baseball back and forth."
The boy says: "I can't, I sold them."
The father asks, "How much did you sell them for?"
Boy: "$100.00"
The father says, "That's terrible to overcharge your friends like that, you are to go to church and make your confession." They go to church and the father makes the little boy sit in the confession booth and he closes the door.

The boy says: "Dark in here."
The priest says: "Don't start that shit again."
Contact: Mick HARKIN
mailto: harkin@iol.ie
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA - Montpellier (France) - 18-20 June 2001
See: http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

General information for participants at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA
Conference Venue: The conference venue is the Convention Centre of Montpellier called “Palais des Congrés Le Corum”. It is located downtown, nearby the hotels targeted by the agency receiving your hotel registration form. It is also in the middle of the main shopping and restaurant area of the town: many tourists will share the area with you. You will find all necessary information at:
HYPERLINK "http://www.corum-montpellier.fr/uk/index.htm" http://www.corum-montpellier.fr/uk/index.htm

Registration: We will start registration at Le Corum on Sunday 17th, at 2:00pm. If you want to install your poster, you will be able to do it at the same time. On Monday 18th, we will start registration as early as 8:00am.

Weather and clothes: Weather is supposed to be quite warm. Eventual shower may happen. Being in a Mediterranean type of ambience, evening events may not be too formally dressed.

Oral presentations: Usual slides and acetates projectors will be available in all rooms. But we expect most oral presentations being made through computer projection. The standard we want all participants to adopt is:
MS Office 97 - PowerPoint 97 software. Projectors will accept format 800x600 VGA/SVGA/MAC.
It will be much easier for you to bring your conference on a CDROM, instead of bringing along your portable computer.
Oral presentations schedule is based on 15 minutes presentation time and 5 minutes discussion.

Poster presentations: Use A0 format, 0.8m*1.2m. Design of your poster is up to you.

List of participants: Will be handed out to each participant at the conference

Accompanying persons program (details sent on request):
- Monday June 18: the Middle Age town of Montpellier
- Tuesday  June 19: the Roman track Via Domitia (Nimes, Pont du Gard, Uzès)
-Wednesday June 20: the middle age history of south of Europe (Carcassonne, Abbey of Fontfroide).
Contact : JN PAOLI
HYPERLINK "mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr" mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr

Electric train
A mother was working in the kitchen, listening to her five-year-old son playing with his new electric train in the living room. She heard the train stop and her son saying:
"All of you b*stards who want off, get the hell off now, cause this is the last stop! And all of you b*stards who are getting on, get your a*ses in the train, cause we're going down the tracks".
The horrified mother went in and told her son: "We don't use that kind of language in this house. Now I want you to go to your room and you are to stay there for TWO HOURS. When you come out, you may play with your train, but I want you to use nice language."

Two hours later, the son came out of the bedroom and resumed playing with his train. Soon the train stopped and the mother heard her son say:
"All passengers who are disembarking the train, please remember to take all of your belongings with you. We thank you for travelling with us today and hope your trip was a pleasant one."

She hears the little boy continue, "For those of you just boarding, we ask you to stow all of your hand luggage under your seat. Remember, there is no smoking on the train. We hope you will have a pleasant and relaxing journey with us today."
As the mother began to smile, the child added:
"For those of you who are p*ssed off about the TWO HOUR delay, please see the c**t in the kitchen."
Contact: Mick HARKIN
HYPERLINK "mailto:harkin@iol.ie" mailto:harkin@iol.ie
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA - Montpellier (France) - 18-20 June 2001
See: HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm

To present a poster or to participate at the EFITA - ECPA exhibition, please contact:
JN PAOLI
 "mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr"mailto:paoli@ensam.inra.fr

AgroTIC Forum dedicated to a French audience - Montpellier - 18 juin 2001 - 18 June 2001 (Programme provisoire - Provisional programme) - Simultaneous translation French - English provided

---> 9 h - 10 h 30 : Communication, Télécommunications et monde agricole - Communication, Telecom and Agriculture
- TIC, Communication et Agriculture / ICT, Communication in Agriculture
A. Salaçon - AGRO Montpellier

- Hauts débits et territoires ruraux : pourquoi et comment ?
- Fast Internet accesses and rural areas.
P.-M. Attali - IDATE

- Comment le monde rural peut-il accélérer son entrée dans la "nouvelle économie" ?
- How may rural areas accelerate their entrance into the New Economy.
I. Le Roch - FT

- Télécommunications et monde rural en 20 questions sur Numéris, ADSL, satellite, etc.
- Telecommunication networks and rural areas in 20 questions about ISDN, satellite, ADSL, etc.
Guy Waksman ACTA Informatique

---> 11 h - 13 h : Offres de connexion et services - Connexion offers and services
- ISAGRI, un leader de l'informatique agricole sur tous les "fronts" du web : édition, fourniture d'accès, création de services, conseil, EDI, etc.
- ISAGRI, French agricultural IT leader on the web: services' provision, access provider, advisory activities, EDI, etc.
Philippe Crayssac - ISAGRI

- Web-agri.fr, tous les services innovants qui font bouger l'Internet
agricole : accès internet, développement de moteurs de recherches,
informations météo, création graphique et hébergement de sites,...
- Web-agri.fr, the free innovating services for agriculture : Internet provider, search engines development, weather information, sites design,...
Gentilleau Christian - HYLTEL Multimédia

- Toute l'information agricole sur le web : le site agrionline.com
- All agricultural information on the web: the agrionline.com site
Pleplé Olivier - AGRIONLINE

- Quels services sont offerts aux agriculteurs suédois, plus gros utilisateurs d'Internet de l'Agriculture européenne ?
- Why Swedish farmers are today the most important Internet users in European agriculture?
Hegstrand Lars - LRF (SE)

---> 14 h - 16 h Commerce électronique en Agriculture - E-commerce in agriculture
- Panorama du commerce électronique dans l'agriculture européenne
- E- commerce in European agriculture: a synthesis.
Offer Andy - ADAS (UK)

- Marchés "dématérialisés" : la vision d'AGROMARCHES Internationaux.
- Virtual markets: AGROMARCHES Internationaux vision.
Joulie Dominique - AGROMARCHES INTERNATIONAUX

- Les premiers pas sur le chemin des "places de marchés". Exemple en France et en Allemagne.
- First steps on the road to market places. German and French examples.
Prunus Franck - FARMPARTNER

- Conclusion : Internet outil de rapprochement entre les systèmes d'information de l'agriculteur et de ses partenaires
- Conclusion: Internet and relationships between Information Systems of farmers and those of their partners
Lepoutre Damien - GEOSYS

The UK’s agricultural e-business specialist FOL Networks has become the only European agricultural company to gain ‘Best of the Web’ recognition, by US based Forbes magazine.

Every May Forbes magazine delivers its industry leading listing for ‘Best of the Web’.  For the second year in a row FOL Networks is the only company within Europe to gain this recognition within the agricultural industry. The listing alongside fifteen other companies provides welcome recognition in a UK market that has seen difficult trading conditions. 

FOL Networks Marketing Director Jonathan Jackson commented “we are very pleased to see ourselves listed again amongst some very successful companies. We also recognise that whilst ‘Best of the web’ is the category name, the most successful companies within this category are those that are successfully integrating ‘on and offline’ activities”.  

FOL Networks sister company within the Internet Capital Group, Emerge Interactive is also included in the shortlist. Based in the US, Emerge Interactive reported revenues for the first quarter this year of $325 Million (a 750% increase year on year). Other short listed companies within this category include ‘Rooster.com’ (the main US agricultural industry consortium), ‘Farms.com’ and ‘Agriculture.com’.

Founded in 1995 FOL Networks is a specialist in the provision of e-business consultancy and technology solutions for the agricultural supply industry. It was a founding member in the UK’s agricultural industry consortium ‘First 4 Farming’ and owns the UK’s leading agricultural portal Farming Online, in addition to milkquota.com the dairy industries online trading exchange.

- About FOL Networks Limited
FOL Networks (www.folnetworks.com) was founded in 1995 and has been ‘ integrating agriculture online’ since this time. It is one of the leading providers of e-business consultancy and technology services to agricultural suppliers within the UK. UK farmers also know it as the leading Internet Service Provider (ISP) for agriculture through Farming Online its wholly owned portal.  This portal has more than 27,500 farm business subscribers (representing 56% of the UK's farm land) that receive information and decision support - averaging over one million page downloads per week. FOL Networks also owns milkquota.com voted as the marketplace site of the month for Europe by the Financial Times Connectis magazine in October 2000.
FOL Networks is part of the Internet Capital Group (www.icge.com).

- About Forbes
The list entitled ‘Best of the web’ was published on 21st May and can be located at  HYPERLINK "http://www.forbes.com/bow/b2b/main.jhtml" http://www.forbes.com/bow/b2b/main.jhtml. In addition to agriculture the ‘Best of the web’ listing includes 25 further categories such as ‘aerospace and defence’, ‘construction and building’ and others.
The full agricultural listing is as follows:- Agex.com, agweb.com, agritech.com, agriculture.com, agrimall.com, cattlesale.com, directag.com, e-markets.com, emergeinteractive.com, farms.com, forthefarm.com, growit.com, Rooster.com, xsag.com.
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.forbes.com/bow/b2b/main.jhtml" http://www.forbes.com/bow/b2b/main.jhtml
Contact : Jon Swaby
HYPERLINK "mailto:jon.swaby@metarelations.com" mailto:jon.swaby@metarelations.com

Intellectual Property Rights Helpdesk
The Intellectual Property Rights Helpdesk (IPR-Helpdesk), a project funded by the European Commission Innovation Programme of Enterprise DG, offers help with intellectual property (IP) issues to all persons engaged in EU-funded Research. Whether you are a currently undertaking Research activities or just considering whether to take some action which involves Intellectual Property issues, then the IPR-Helpdesk can help you, by providing free advice with research contracts, consortium agreements, and more general IP information.
The legal Helpline (info@ipr-helpdesk.org) enables anyone to have specific IP questions answered in detail.
The IPR-Helpdesk website is a major source of IP and innovation information for every EU member state. Tutorials and guides in at least three EU languages to help you understand complex IPR issues that confront you and your colleagues when undertaking EU-funded R&D activities. A free monthly electronic newsletter IP-Wire (ip-wire@ipr-helpdesk.org) keeps you abreast of the latest news in the IPR and innovation fields.
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.ipr-helpdesk.org" http://www.ipr-helpdesk.org

The Perfect Husband
There are several men in the locker room of a private club after exercising. Suddenly, a cell phone, that was on one of the benches, rings. A man picks it up and the following conversation ensues:
"Hello?"
"Honey, It's me. Are you at the club?"
"Yes."
"Great! I am at the Mall 2 blocks from where you are. I saw a beautiful mink coat... It is absolutely gorgeous!! Can I buy it?"
"What's the price?"
"Only $1,500.00"
"Well, OK, go ahead and get, if you like it that much..."
"Ahhh and I also stopped by the Mercedes dealership and saw the 2001 models. I saw one I really liked. I spoke with the salesman and he gave me a really good price... and since we need to exchange the BMW that we bought last year..."
"What price did he quote you?"
"Only $60,000..."
"OK, but for that price I want it with all the options."
"Great! Before we hang up, something else..."
"What?"
"It might look like a lot, but I was reconciling your bank account and... I stopped by the real estate agent this morning and I saw the house we had looked at last year. It's on sale!! Remember? The one with a pool, English Garden, acre of park area, beachfront property...."
"How much are they asking?"
"Only $450,000... a magnificent price, and I see that we have that much in the bank to cover..."
"Well, than go ahead and buy it, but just bid $420,000. OK?"
"OK, sweetie... Thanks! I'll see you later! I love you!"
"Bye... I do too..."
The man hangs up, closes the phone's flap and raises his hand while holding the phone and asks to all those present: "Does anyone know who this phone belongs to?"

Contact: Mick HARKIN
HYPERLINK "mailto:harkin@iol.ie" mailto:harkin@iol.ie
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Do not forget to register at EFITA 2001 and 3 ECPA - Montpellier (France) - 18-20 June 2001
See: HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3events.htm


Te detailed program is ready 
The detailed program with information on place and hour of each paper is available now on 
HYPERLINK "http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3eventspreprog.htm" http://genie.ensam.inra.fr/agroTIC2001/3eventspreprog.htm 

We consider it as preliminary since we have registered participants from all over the world who may have to cancel their trip. The final agenda will be distributed at the conference: however we expect the changes to be minor. 
On top of this oral presentation program, we will have at least 150 posters. 


Refereed proceedings will be ready for the conference 
Although the last paper arrived on May 28th (!!!) we will have the proceedings ready for the conference - except if the printing company collapse for any reason out of our control! 

Registration is up 
We are quite confident now to have at least 500 full participants together with our two international conferences. Not taking into account the participants to our national agroTIC Forum. If needed feel free to come and register at your arrival! 

lrf.se portal: The Swedish agricultural market on the Internet
Development and experiences - Lars HELGSTRAND - Marcus TRELLMAN (LRF)… as an introduction to our discussions in Montpellier!

Background
In 1995, LRF (Federation of Swedish Farmers) has conducted a target-oriented programme aimed at encouraging the development and utilisation of ICT in the agricultural sector. The Swedish Agricultural Survey for 2000 confirms that 60% of Swedish farmers use their computer to surf on the Internet. Not surprisingly, the survey shows that large farms have a larger number of computers and Internet surfers than small farms. One third of all Swedish farmers are using the Internet several times or at least once a week. 11% use Internet once a day.
Since 1996, LRF has operated a website for its members – www.lrf.se – with almost 150,000 visits weekly. The 25th of October in 2000 LRF started a new site, lrf.se, as a portal for business in the agricultural sector.

Business value offered by lrf.se
The lrf.se portal is designed to assist all players to identify business partners, find products and services and conclude business deals. It is a forum for transactions between farmer to farmer, farmer to agricultural co-operative companies and other players, as well as farmer to consumer. The marketplace will also provide the opportunity for members to market their own services and obtain market information, compare prices and receive forecasts, business world analysis and signals from consumers and end customers, as well as facilitating players in their contact with the authorities. 
lrf.se is also providing information and different kind of services required by farmers. Users can access functions such as Agriwise, a database for calculating and making economic planning, in cooperation with the Swedish Agricultural University (SLU).

Increased traffic for all the partners
A highly level of traffic on the website is one of the key factors underlying the success of an e-commerce facility. The greater is the number of visitors, the greater is the possibility of successful business via the site. However, given the range currently offered by the Internet, it can prove difficult for a single player to attract much traffic.

The e-commerce portal today
The marketplace resembles a Swedish smorgasbord, filled with a lot of different services. For instance there are three different news publishers: two publishers of agricultural news and one with focus on food news. 
The e-auction is free for members and joined companies of the marketplace. The auction offers a completely new way of selling and buying products in the agricultural area. Furthermore the marketplace offers a weekly market letter presenting market news and services. 
Partners connected with the marketplace provide e.g. employment agency, real-estate agency, buy and sell services, calculation tools, weather forecasts, plant-protection information service etc. All companies that have a subscription contract with the marketplace are presented on the site and searchable with a search engine. The marketplace has four different sections: agriculture, forestry, business/administration and leisure and food. In each main group there are several subgroups, e.g. in agriculture there are subgroups of machinery and plant cultivation.
Kompass.LRF.se is a tool for finding education in the agricultural sector. The tool is designed to guide the user to the right education in the right geographical area. If there is no education available it is possible to make a request to a company that provide education.
The Business Hunt is a service that helps farmers and suppliers to meet in a more efficient way. The farmer makes a quotation to all suppliers interested in selling a specific product. He then receives different offers from suppliers and is free to choose whom to do business with. The deal is closed by phone or fax.
Members of the marketplace can personalize the site to better serve their needs. They can get weather for their own geographical area, have their own address book and their own favorite bookmarks stored in the site.

We have learnt a lot
We have a good technical development with a database, mailing system, auction system etc. The customer database works like we planned, but there are just a few partners using it.
We did know that we should not be too optimistic selling banners – and we can confirm it is true. 
We have got quite a good number of visitors and partners, but with not enough commitment from the partners. Probably because of lack of communication. 
We are developing new services, e.g. a weekly news letter, news, interesting reports, "business hunting", to get the portal more interesting. We ask ourselves: how to get attractive services? How to break traditional behaviour?
And finally - how to get a good income from the portal?
We would like to end our session by discussing these and other questions together with the audience.
Contact: Lars HELGSTRAND - Marcus TRELLMAN
HYPERLINK "mailto:lars@lundbygard.se, marcus.trellman@lrf.se" mailto:lars@lundbygard.se, marcus.trellman@lrf.se

Cowboy
An old cowboy dressed to kill with cowboy shirt, hat, jeans, spurs and chaps went to a bar and ordered a drink. As he sat there sipping his whiskey, a young lady sat down next to him. After she ordered her drink she turned to the cowboy and asked him, "Are you a real cowboy?" To which he replied, "Well, I have spent my whole life on the ranch, herding cows, breaking horses, mending fences, I guess I am."

After a short while he asked her what she was. She replied, "I've never been on a ranch so I'm not a cowboy, but I am a lesbian. I spend my whole day thinking about women. As soon as I get up in the morning I think of women, when I eat, shower, watch TV, everything ... it seems to make me think of women."

A short while later she left and the cowboy, a bit bewildered, ordered another drink. A couple, obviously tourists, sat down next to him and the woman asked, "Are you a real cowboy?" To which he replied, "I always thought I was, but I just found out that I'm a lesbian."

Contact: Mick HARKIN
HYPERLINK "mailto:harkin@iol.ie" mailto:harkin@iol.ie
 Paris, 29 June 2001
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Next EFITA congress in 2003 at DEBRECEN University (Hungary)
Contact:Dr Milos HERDON
HYPERLINK "mailto:herdon@date.hu" mailto:herdon@date.hu

ICT ADOPTION QUESTIONNAIRE
to be returned to Ehud Gelb (HYPERLINK "mailto:gelb@agri.huji.ac.il" mailto:gelb@agri.huji.ac.il)

Occupation:
Country:
Name (optional): Date: 

Do you think that there are problems with the uptake of ICT in agriculture? (yes)  (no)

Do you think there are unique uptake problems with any of the following  (please tick all that apply):
DSS( ), MIS( ), Internet( ), Precision Farming( ), Process Control( ), Production Models( ), E-commerce( ), Other(s) 

1. What are the factors limiting the use of ICT by farmers?


2. What are the factors limiting the use of ICT by Extension working with farmers?


3. What are the factors limiting the use of ICT by research working with farmers? 

4. What are the consequences for farmers not using ICT: Today and the near Future?

5. What are the consequences for Extension not using ICT: Today and in the near future?

6. Should public funds help to finance Information Technology Services for farmers?

7. Comments


 Technology and Livelihood Resource Center of the Philippines (TLRC) Video Courses
See: HYPERLINK "http://kabayancentral.com/livelivideo.html" http://kabayancentral.com/livelivideo.html

Applications of modelling as an Innovative Technology in the Agri-Food Chain
9-13 December 2001 - Palmerston North, New Zealand
See: HYPERLINK "http://model-it.massey.ac.nz" http://model-it.massey.ac.nz
Contact: Maarten Hertog
HYPERLINK "mailto:model-it@massey.ac.nz" mailto:model-it@massey.ac.nz

A few e-commerce websites dealing with agri-inputs 

DirectAG.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.directag.com/directag/aboutus/index.jhtml" http://www.directag.com/directag/aboutus/index.jhtml

E-markets.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.e-markets.com/production_contracting.cfm" http://www.e-markets.com/production_contracting.cfm

Farmgate.co.uk (UK)
See:  "http://www.farmgate.co.uk/"http://www.farmgate.co.uk/

Farms.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.farms.com/aboutus/welcome.asp" http://www.farms.com/aboutus/welcome.asp

Freemarkets.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.freemarkets.com/what-we-do.asp" http://www.freemarkets.com/what-we-do.asp

Rooster.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.rooster.com/" http://www.rooster.com

TheAgZone (USA)
See: http://www.theagzone.com/

XSAg.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.xsag.com/common/guides/about_xsag.asp" http://www.xsag.com/common/guides/about_xsag.asp

PlanetAg.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.planetag.com" http://www.planetag.com

FertiMatch.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.fertimatch.com" http://www.fertimatch.com

Fertilizerworks.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.fertilizerworks.com" http://www.fertilizerworks.com

Chemconnect.com (USA)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.chemconnect.com" http://www.chemconnect.com

Agrinet.co.za (South Africa)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.agrinet.co.za" http://www.agrinet.co.za

Agriclic.com (France)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.agriclic.com" http://www.agriclic.com

Agrifirst.com (France)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.agrifirst.com" http://www.agrifirst.com

Farmpartners.com (Germany)
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.farmpartners.com" http://www.farmpartners.com

Inter-IT Review Issue #4
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.inter-it.com/" http://www.inter-it.com/

ICT to support collaboration in the international development community
See: HYPERLINK "http://www.bellanet.org" http://www.bellanet.org

Global telecommuting web site launch announced
OAMARU, NEW ZEALAND, June 23, 2001 --This week sees the official launch of the web site Global Telecommute (HYPERLINK "http://www.globaltelecommute.com/" http://www.globaltelecommute.com), designed to help encourage others wishing to enter the world of telecommuting. The Global Telecommute Site is full of links to resources helpful to those looking for work from home, as well as employers contemplating employing a telecommuter. With a discussion list, a FREE weekly newsletter to sign up for which highlights a featured Web Site each week, as well as tips and tricks on how to get started in a new career, a Freelancers on File section, and a Book Corner, the Global Telecommute Site is certainly taking shape fast. 

Commuting to work has always been a tiresome business, but for Pauline Hamilton from Oamaru, New Zealand, it's a pleasure. Living in the South Island of New Zealand, Pauline regularly works in the US, and has worked in the North Island of New Zealand, all without needing to leave the comfort of her home. 

"When I started out telecommuting, one of the major challenges I faced was to find the resources that were really worth while," says Pauline. "I put together the site to give others a quick introduction to the GREAT resources on the Internet. Once I started looking into the Freelance market, I was astonished to see just how much excellent information is out there, but it can take weeks or even months to find it. Global Telecommute aims to reduce the time spent searching the Internet, and direct people to resources they'll find useful immediately." 

It's free to use the resources found at the Global Telecommute Site, unless you're wanting to have a web page of your own as part of the site. "There's a lot of people out there who would benefit from having their own web page, but don't have a clue about how to set one up - this service meets the need of those people, and with an Introductory price of just $US29.95 a year, it's a very reasonable cost." 

Pauline stresses that telecommuting is not the easy way out. "There's a need to prove yourself to employers, and meeting deadlines is critical. Even better if you beat the deadline, showing that you're keen, and have a higher level of productivity than your employer expected." It's a principle that has earned her respect, and further work. "Once employers have given it a go to employ a telecommuter they start to realise the benefits to their business. It's a win-win situation." 

The Global Telecommute Site can be accessed at:
HYPERLINK "http://www.globaltelecommute.com/" http://www.globaltelecommute.com. 

For further information, Contact:
Pauline Hamilton, Oamaru, New Zealand
HYPERLINK "mailto:ph.write@ihug.co.nz" mailto:ph.write@ihug.co.nz

About France
The following advice for American travellers going to France was compiled from information provided by the US State Department, the CIA, the US Chamber of Commerce, the Food and Drug Administration, the Centers for Disease Control and some very expensive spy satellites that the French don't know about. It is intended as a guide for American travellers only.

General Overview
France is a medium-sized foreign country situated in the continent of Europe. It is an important member of the world community, though not nearly as important as it thinks. It is bounded by Germany, Spain, Switzerland and some smaller nations of no particular importance and with not very good shopping.
France is a very old country with many treasures, such as the Louvre and Eurodisney. Among its contributions to western civilization are champagne, Camembert cheese and the guillotine. Although France likes to think of itself as a modern nation, air conditioning is little used and it is next to impossible for Americans to get decent Mexican food. One continuing exasperation for American visitors is that local people insist on speaking in French, though many will speak English if shouted at. Watch your money at all times.

The People
France has a population of 56 million people. 52 million of these drink and smoke (the other 4 million are small children). All French people drive like lunatics, are dangerously oversexed, and have no concept of standing patiently in a queue. The French people are in general gloomy, temperamental, proud, arrogant, aloof and undisciplined; those are their good points. Most French citizens are Roman Catholic, though you would hardly guess it from their behaviour. Many people are communists. Men sometimes have girls' names like Marie or Michel, and they kiss each other when they meet. American travellers are advised to travel in groups and wear baseball caps and colourful trousers for easier recognition. 

Safety
In general, France is a safe destination, although travellers must be aware that from time to time it is invaded by Germany. Traditionally, the French surrender immediately and, apart from a temporary shortage of Scotch whisky and increased difficulty in getting baseball scores and stock market prices, life for the American visitor generally goes on much as before. A tunnel connecting France to Britain beneath the English channel has been opened in recent years to make it easier for the French government to flee to London during future German invasions.

History
France historical figures are Louis XIV, the Huguenots, Joan of Arc, Jacques Cousteau and Charles de Gaulle, who was President for many years and is now an airport.

Government
The French form of government is democratic but noisy Elections are held more or less continuously and always result in a draw. The French love administration so for government purposes the country is divided into regions, departments, districts, municipalities, towns, communes, villages, cafes, and telephone kiosks. Each of these has its own government and elections. Parliament consists of two chambers, the Upper and Lower, though confusingly they are both on the ground floor, and whose members are either Gaullists or Communists, neither of whom should be trusted by the traveller. Parliament's principal occupation is setting off atomic bombs in the south Pacific and acting indignant and surprised when other countries complain. According to the most current American state department intelligence, the President is now someone named Jacques. Further information is not available at this time.

Culture
The French pride themselves on their culture, though it is not easy to see why. All their music sounds the same and they have never made a movie that you would want to watch for anything but the nude scenes.

Cuisine
Let's face it, no matter how much garlic you put on it, a snail is just a slug with a shell on its back. Croissants on the other hand, are excellent, although it is impossible for most Americans to pronounce this word. In general, travellers are advised to stick to cheeseburgers.

Economy
France has a large and diversified economy, second only to Germany's in Europe, which is surprising because the French hardly work at all. If they are not spending four hours dawdling over lunch, they are on strike and blocking the roads with their trucks and tractors. France's principal exports, in order of importance to the economy, are wine, nuclear weapons, perfume, guided missiles, champagne, guns, grenade launchers, land mines, tanks, attack aircraft, miscellaneous armaments and cheese.

Public Holidays
France has more holidays than any other nation in the world. Among its 361 national holidays are: 197 Saints' days, 37 National Liberation Days, 16 Declaration of Republic Days, 54 Return of Charles de Gaulle in triumph as if he won the war single-handed Days, 18 Napolean sent into Exile Days,17 Napolean Called Back from Exile Days, and 2 "France is Great and the Rest of the World is Rubbish" Days.

Conclusion
France enjoys a rich history, a picturesque and varied landscape, and a temperate climate. In short, it would be a very nice country if it was not inhabited by French people. The best thing that can be said for France is that it is not Germany.



